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1. INTRODUCTION
Let
F(X, Y)=arX r+ar&1 X r&1Y+ } } } +a0Y r (1.1)
be a binary form of degree r3 with integer coefficients which is irreducible
over the rational numbers. Let m be an integer. Thue [7] proved that the
equation
F(x, y)=m
has only finitely many solutions in integers x, y. Let [ p1 , ..., pt] be a set of
prime numbers. Extending the result of Thue, Mahler [5] proved that the
equation
|F(x, y)|= pz1
1
} } } pztt (1.2)
has only finitely many solutions in integers x, y, z1 , ..., zt . In this paper we
allow x, y in the equation (1.2) to be algebraic integers of bounded degree.
First we will state the so-called ThueMahler equation (1.2) over an
algebraic number field. Let K be a number field with its set of places M(K ).
For v # M(K) denote by | } | v the associated absolute value, normalized such
that on Q we have | } | v=| } | (standard absolute value) if v is archimedean,
whereas for v non-archimedean | p| v= p&1 if v lies above the rational prime
p. Let S be a finite subset of M(K) of cardinality s containing all infinite
places. We denote by OK, S the ring of S-integers of K and by O*K, S the
group of S-units of K, thus
OK, S=[: # K : |:| v1 for v  S],
O*K, S=[: # K : |:| v=1 for v  S],
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where v  S means v # M(K)&S. Let F # OK, S[X, Y] be an irreducible
binary form of degree r. Instead of (1.2) we consider now
F(x, y) # O*K, S (1.3)
in (x, y) # O2K, S . This generalizes (1.2) since for K=Q and S=[, p1 , ..., pt]
the equation (1.3) is of the form (1.2).
The solutions of (1.3) fall naturally into equivalence classes. We define,
as in [2], a O*K, S-coset of solutions of (1.3) as a set [=(x, y): = # O*K, S ]
where (x, y) is a fixed solution of (1.3).
It was conjectured by Siegel that there is an explicit upper bound for the
number of O*K, S-cosets of solutions of (1.3) which is independent of the coef-
ficients of the form F. In 1984 Evertse [1] proved this conjecture. The
latest result of this kind is also due to Evertse [2] which says that the
solutions (x, y) # O2K, S of (1.3) lie in the union of at most
(5_106r)s
O*K, S-cosets.
Now let d # N. Let K be embedded in a fixed algebraic closure Q . We put
OS=[: # Q : |:|w1 for w # M(Q ) with w |3 v for all v # S],
O*S=[: # Q : |:|w=1 for w # M(Q ) with w |3 v for all v # S].
We are looking for solutions of (1.3) in (x, y) # O2S with
[K(x, y) : K]d. (1.4)
We say two solutions (x, y) and (x$, y$) lie in the same O*S-coset if there
exists some = # O*S with (x$, y$)==(x, y).
We will denote by H( } ) the absolute multiplicative Weil height. An
explicit definition will be given in the next chapter.
The height of a form will be the height of its coefficient vector.
Theorem 1. Let d # N. Let K be an algebraic number field and let S be
a finite set of places of K of cardinality s containing all the infinite places.
Further, let F be a binary form of degree r>2d 2 with coefficients in OK, S
which is irreducible over K. Then the set of solutions of (1.3), (1.4) in
(x, y) # O2S with
H((x, y))e8r2 H(F )6r (1.5)
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lies in the union of at most
(e4r)2s+9 (1.6)
O*S-cosets.1
By Northcott’s Theorem the set of algebraic integers with (1.4) for which
(1.5) is not satisfied is finite. Using an explicit upper bound in Northcott’s
Theorem gives us Theorem 1 without the condition (1.5) but with an
upper bound for the number of O*S -cosets which depends on the height
of F. So far the author has not been able to prove an upper bound which
is independent of the height of F.
2. HEIGHTS AND DIOPHANTINE APPROXIMATION
In this section we will follow very closely Lewis and Mahler [3]. The
new ingredient will be a quantitative p-adic version of a theorem of Wirsing
[8] on the approximation of algebraic numbers by algebraic numbers of
bounded degree proved by the author [4].
First we have to define heights. As in the Introduction let K be an
algebraic number field with its set of places M(K ). For v # M(K), say v | p,
we consider next to | } | v another absolute value corresponding to v. We put
& }&v=| } | [Kv : Qp][K : Q]v ,
where Kv denotes the completion of (K, | } | v) and Qp denotes the comple-
tion of (Q, | } |p). With these normalizations the product formula
‘
v # M(K)
&x&v=1,
for all x # K*, holds. Let n2. For x # Kn put
|x| v=max[ |x1 | v , ..., |xn | v]
and &x&v=|x| [Kv : Qp ][K : Q]v . We define the height of x # K by
H(x)= ‘
v # M(K )
&(1, x)&v
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1 As was kindly pointed out by the referee, it should be possible to improve the condition
r>d 2 to r>2d. Unfortunately the approximation result used by the author is not sufficient
for this.
and the height of x # Kn by
H(x)= ‘
v # M(K )
&x&v .
The height of a polynomial is defined as the height of its coefficient vector.
The defined heights are independent of the chosen algebraic number
field.
Lemma 2.1 [3, Lemma 1,2]. Let f be a polynomial of degree r with
algebraic coefficients a0 , ..., ar and zeros :1 , ..., :r . Let | } |v be an absolute
value of Q . Then we have for all ; # Q
min
1hr
|:h&;| v
|(1, 2r&1r2r&72)| v |(a0 , ..., ar)| r&2v
|D( f )| 12v
| f (;)| v
where D( f ) denotes the discriminant of f.
In the remainder of this section let d, K, S be as in Theorem 1. For each
v # S let | } | v be extended to Q . We will denote this extension also with | } | v ,
but the normalization in & }&v is still meant with respect to K, i.e., & }&v=
| } | [Kv : Qp][K : Q]v .
The next lemma is essentially [3, Theorem 1].
Lemma 2.2. Let F # OK, S[X, Y] be an irreducible binary form of degree
r. Let :1 , ..., :r be the zeros of F(X, 1) in Q . Then we have for all solutions
(x, y) # O2S , xy{0, of (1.3),
‘
v # S
min {1, min1hr ":h&
x
y"v=<
e4r 2 H(F )3r
>v # S &(x, y)&
r
v
. (2.1)
Proof. Let F(X, Y )=arX r+ar&1X r&1Y+ } } } +a0 Y r and put f (Z )=
F(Z, 1) and f *(Z)=F(1, Z ). Hence
f (Z )=ar ‘
r
h=1
(Z&:h) and f *(Z )=a0 ‘
r
h=1
(Z&:&1h ).
Let (x, y) # O2S , xy{0, and let v # S. We will apply Lemma 2.1 to f and f *
with & }&v . Note that we have D( f )=D( f *) and
F(x, y)= yrf \xy+=xrf * \
y
x+ .
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Therefore we get
min
1hr ":h&
x
y"vCv
&F(x, y)&v
& y& rv
, (2.2)
min
1hr ":h&1&
y
x"vCv
&F(x, y)&v
&x&rv
, (2.3)
where
Cv=Cv(F )=&(1, 2r&1r2r&72)&v &(a0 , ..., ar)& r&2v &D( f )&&12v .
Put
Av=&(1, :1 , ..., :r)&v .
We will treat the cases v archimedean and v non-archimedean separately.
Suppose v is archimedean. If &(x, y)&v=&y&v then (2.2) is written
min {1, min1hr ":h&
x
y"v=Cv
&F(x, y)&v
&(x, y)&rv
. (2.4)
Next, assume &(x, y)&v=&x&v . If &:h&1&( yx)&v(&2&v Av)&1 for all
h # [1, ..., r], we get with (2.3) that 1&2&v AvCv &F(x, y)&v &(x, y)&rv and
hence
min {1, min1hr ":h&
x
y"v=&2&v Av Cv
&F(x, y)&v
&(x, y)& rv
. (2.5)
Now suppose &:h&1& yx&v<(&2&v Av)&1 for some h # [1, ..., r]. Say
&:H&1& yx&v=min1hr &:h&1& yx&v . Note that |:H&1& yx| v<
1
2 A
&[K : Q][Kv : Q]
v , |:H |
&1
v A
&[K : Q][Kv : Q]
v , and that | } | v is identical on
Q with the standard absolute value. Thus
} yx } v= } :H&1+
y
x
&:H&1 } v|:H | &1v & }
y
x
&:H&1 } v>
1
2
A&[K : Q][Kv : Q]v
and hence & yx&>(&2&v Av)&1. Therefore we get
":H&1&yx"v="
y
x
:H&1 \:H&xy+"v(&2&v A2v)&1 ":H&
x
y"v .
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This, in combination with Av1, (2.3) and (2.5) yields
min {1, min1hr ":h&
x
y"v=&2&v A2v Cv
&F(x, y)&v
&(x, y)&rv
. (2.6)
Since (2.4) this inequality holds for all (x, y) # O2S , xy{0.
The case where v is non-archimedean will be treated in a similar way.
Suppose v is non-archimedean. If &(x, y)&v=&y&v , then (2.2) is written as
min {1, min1hr ":h&
x
y"v=Cv
&F(x, y)&v
&(x, y)&rv
. (2.7)
Assume &(x, y)&v=&x&v . If &:h&1& yx&vA&1v for all h # [1, ..., r], we get
with (2.3)
min {1, min1hr ":h&
x
y"v=AvCv
&F(x, y)&v
&(x, y)&rv
. (2.8)
Suppose &:h&1& yx&v<A&1v for some h # [1, ..., r]. Say &:H&1& yx&v=
min1hr &:h&1& yx&v . Hence &:H&1& yx&v<A&1v &:H
&1&, and since
v is non-archimedean
" yx"v=":H&1+
y
x
&:H&1"v=&:H&1&vA&1v .
Thus
":H&1&yx"v="
y
x
:H&1 \:H&xy+"vA&2v ":H&
x
y"v .
The combination of Av1, (2.3) and (2.8) yields
min {1, min1hr ":h&
x
y"v=A2v Cv
&F(x, y)&v
&(x, y)& rv
. (2.9)
And because of (2.7) this inequality holds for all (x, y) # O2S , xy{0.
Now, let (x, y) # O2S , xy{0, be a solution of (1.3). The product formula
in K immediately yields >v # S &F(x, y)&v=1 and hence, taking the product
over all v # S, the inequalities (2.6) and (2.9) together give
‘
v # S
min {1, min1hr ":h&
x
y"v=<
1
2 >v # S A
2
v Cv
>v # S &(x, y)&
r
v
.
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Thus to prove the lemma it is left to show
‘
v # S
A2v Cve
4r2 H(F )3r. (2.10)
First we will look at >v # S Cv . Since S contains all infinite places we have
>v # S &(1, 2r&1r2r&72)&v=2r&1r2r&72. If (x, y) # O2S is a solution of (1.3)
and if v  S then we have since F # OK, S[X, Y]
1=&a0xr+a1xr&1y } } } +ar yr&v
max[&a0xr&v , &a1 xr&1y&v , ..., &ar yr&v]
max[&a0&v , &a1&v , ..., &ar &v] max[&xr&v , &xr&1y&v , ..., & yr&v]
1.
So we have for all v  S, &(a0 , ..., ar)&v=1 if (1.3) is solvable. Therefore
>v # S &(a0 , ..., ar)&v=H(F ). From f # OK, S[X] combined with the product
formula follows immediately >v # S &D( f )&v1. All this together yields
‘
v # S
Cv2r&1r2r&72H(F )r&2. (2.11)
Now we will look at >v # S A2v . Note that we have [K(:i) : K]=r, 1ir,
and therefore >v # S &(1, :i)&vH(: i )r. Hence we get
‘
v # S
Av ‘
v # S
‘
r
i=1
&(1, :i )&v
H(:1)r } } } H(:r)r
5r
2 2H(F )r. (2.12)
The last inequality follows from [6, Chap. I, Lemma 7B]. The inequalities
(2.11) and (2.12) together verify (2.10) and the lemma is proved.
Lemma 2.3. For each (x, y) # O2S there exists some { # Gal(Q K ) with
H(({x, {y)) ‘
v # S
&({x, {y)&v .
The reader should keep in mind that | } | v also denotes a fixed extension
of v to Q and & }&v=| } | [Kv : Qp ][K : Q]v .
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Proof. Let (x, y) # O2S be fixed. Put E=K(x, y). Then we get
H((x, y))[E : Q]= ‘
w # M(E)
|(x, y)| [Ew : Qp]w
 ‘
v # S, w # M(E ), w | v
|(x, y)| [Ew : Qp]w
= ‘
v # S \ ‘w # M(E), w | v |(x, y)|
[Ew : Kv ]
w +
[Kv : Qp ]
. (2.13)
Since | } | v denotes a fixed extension of v to Q we have
‘
w # M(E ), w | v
|(x, y)| [Ew : Kv]w = ‘
_ # Gal(EK )
|(_x, _y)| v .
Now it follows immediately from (2.13) that
H((x, y))[E : Q] ‘
v # S
‘
_ # Gal(EK )
|(_x, _y)| [Kv : Qp]v
= ‘
_ # Gal(EK )
‘
v # S
|(_x, _y)| [Kv : Qp]v . (2.14)
Let { # Gal(EK ) with
‘
v # S
|({x, {y)| [Kv : Qp]v = max_ # Gal(EK )
‘
v # S
|(_x, _y)| [Kv : Qp]v .
Hence
‘
_ # Gal(EK )
‘
v # S
|(_x, _y)| [Kv : Qp]v  ‘
v # S
|({x, {y)| [Kv : Qp][E : K]v
= ‘
v # S
&({x, {y)&[E : Q]v . (2.15)
Note that we have H((x, y))=H(({x, {y)) and thus the assertion follows at
once from (2.14) and (2.15).
Proposition 2.1 [4, Theorem 2]. Let :v # Q (v # S) be fixed algebraic
numbers of degree at most r over K. Consider the inequalities
‘
v # S
min[1, &:v&;&v]<H(;)&2d
2&12, (2.16)
[K(;) : K]d, (2.17)
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and
H(;)max[max
v # S
H(:v), 48d
2] (2.18)
in ; # Q . Then the number of elements of ; # Q with (2.16), (2.17), (2.18) is
at most
e8s+24d 2s+14 log(6r) log log(6r).
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof. Let (x, y) # O2S , xy{0, be a solution of (1.3), (1.4), and (1.5).
Then (_x, _y) is also a solution for every _ # Gal(Q K ). Since (1.4) there
are at most d different solutions of this kind. Hence by Lemma 2.3 we may
assume
‘
v # S
&(x, y)&vH((x, y)). (3.1)
We define an s-tuple (iv)v # S by
": iv&xy"v= min1hr ":h&
x
y"v , v # S. (3.2)
This gives rise to rs classes of solutions depending on the corresponding
s-tuple. In the following we consider solutions of (1.3), (1.4), (1.5) of a fixed
class. Let (iv)v # S be the corresponding s-tuple of this class and let (x, y) be
an element of this class. By our assumption F(X, 1) is irreducible over K,
thus H(:1)= } } } =H(:r) and this yields with (1.5) to
H((x{ , y{))12e4r
2H(F )3r (v # S).
Applying Lemma 2.2 to (x, y) and using (3.1) gives
‘
v # S
min {1, ":iv&xy"v=<H((x{ , y{))&r+12. (3.3)
Put ;=xy. Since H((x, y))=H((1, xy))=H(;) and &r+ 12&2d
2& 12 it
follows from (3.3) that
‘
v # S
min[1, &:iv&;&v]<H(;)
&2d 2&12. (3.4)
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We have [K(;) : K]d because of (1.4) and we have H(;)48d 2 because
of (1.5) and r2d 2+1. We also have H(;)maxv # S H(:iv ) from (1.5)
and [6, Chap. I, Lemma 7B]. Then Proposition 2.1 says there are at most
e8s+24 d 2s+14 log(6r) log log(6r) such elements ;. For another (x$, y$) # O2S
with (1.3), (1.4), (1.5) and ;=xy=x$y$ there exists some t # Q with
(x$, y$)=t(x, y). By (1.3) we get tr # O*K, S , hence t # O*S . Therefore (x, y)
and (x$, y$) lie in the same O*S-coset. Note that there are d conjugates of a
solution of (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), that we divided the set of solutions into rs
classes, and that there are at most 2r classes of solutions with xy=0. Hence
we see that all solutions lie in a union of at most
2rs+1e8s+24 d 2s+15 log(6r) log log(6r)
O*S-cosets. From this the assertion follows immediately using r2d
2+1.
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